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Child in Poland 
In cities, dark 
pigeons strut on 
dirty sidewalks, past 
dead sparrows, fly 
to ledges, high. 
You run aside, afraid 
of birds, up 
the stairs . You 
think of flying: through 
water, watching fish, under clouds, but 
you know the ground 
would uncurl like a tongue 
to swallow you 
when you fall. 
It rains. 
Inside, you press against 
glass, while pigeons 
cower over door jambs, turning 
heads to watch 
the man knocking at your door. 
- James Longenbach 


since there are two s s together 
in useless this is not a 
sonnet 
Perhaps there's something more and blessed 
Or maybe something damned and less; 
Even Now and Then we cannot fully know 
The truth of what one chooses to show. 
Rather let us seek it in a kingdom unrehearsed, 
Years from the Court of rancid sullied verse; 
In regions vertical, bound only by Crystal cliffs 
So that in the end we might avoid the Abyss of Bliss. 
Useless. It's useless, our labors are spent. 
Someday, on some page riddled with print 
Everyone will laugh and die in deLight-
least we languish amidst the games of insane design 
ever cautious, ever suspicious that something more remains 
situated between the spaces and faces of those in chains, 
subtly subdued by pretentious puzzles, words, and rhymes. 
-WE 

room light just reaches you tonight. 
I feel your smooth brown magic 
in and out of me 
ries gone from the day you were, 
when you really were. 
hair flowing 
grass in the wind 
the mane of a horse 
deep black eyes 
people's marrow stares, 
right at me! 
look tearing thru my holy white past, 
millisecond shattering decades. 
-= 
Cameraman's backdrop behind you (it makes me cry) 
A lioness 
caged 
glaring into the blue eyes 
you've seen rape and kill your mother 
perhaps your own child. 
You know the bloody scar already 
slashed across your people's soul. 
It's there in the cracks about your eyes. 
This girl, this girl, 
why my heaven, her hell? 
Qahatika girl, is it love 
that stirs me to these words? 
I ask you, 
you who have died in a 
forgotten place 
by some forgotten time. 
-Jim McVey 
l 

l mions of Yellow 
There is little point in describing her save a 
mention of her blond hair, cut crisp, and the 
picture of her lover hanging on her wall. There is 
nothing to be admired about the picture, except 
its presence on her wall, and of which our pro-
tagonist is ignorant. But in the time that pre-
cedes this story, he does find out about it. 
Whether it's after another evening at the cin-
ema followed by the sharing of an ice cream 
cone, buttercrunch I think, or not, doesn't really 
matter. Whether on her doorstep where he tries 
to kiss her or not, of which she responds for but a 
moment, also doesn't really matter. What counts 
is the picture of her distant lover hanging on her 
wall, immovable. And however many times this 
scene is reduplicated, there is the picture of her 
lover, and his distance is his omnipotence. And 
his presence dominates their relationship. Al-
ways at . the crucial moment of goodnight or 
goodbye, he thinks she remembers the picture 
on her wall, her lover immortalized, his eternal 
moment, and she loves him and not any protago-
nist of ours. And she whispers no and he 
whispers goodbye or goodnight, it doesn't really 
matter which, and he walks the night alone. 
A snare darkened by self-pity envelops the 
lonely one, his night story homeward. And hi&-is 
defeat, quiet and dark defeat, offering no solace 
but that of a finished race, finished but lost but 
finished, entreating a small wry smile in survi-
- Bruce AF Polsky 
val's compulsive strength. He feels it hurt so 
much to wish for weakness and martyrdom's 
renewed defeat. 
'With tender fingers, he slowly gently lifts the 
canary, sheltering her broken wing from the 
pressure of his grasp. It seems to him a shame 
though; in his search must come destruction .' 
In his dream, he is imagined to be within him-
self alone, and in a field. In looking around, he 
finds no one, no one at all. And the field is not 
green but grey and indeterminate. An endless 
stretch, an infinite plateau, it zippers tightly to 
the weary colorless horizon, land becoming sky 
becoming land. North, he turns yearning for 
mirage, and continues on clockwise, east south 
and west as silence ticks away an intolerable 
slow. 
Yellow wings glide by to stop his privations. 
He wishes to follow, and escape, but he has no 
answer to the where and how of his desire. He 
sees himself alone and knows not out. There is 
movement though, in the wake of the wings. 
And he runs with the gust, leaps and is free, his 
closed eyes traversing a different world. He flies 
above a dark, throbbing sea as it milks away, 
steadily, at an hour-glass beach. And he is giddily 
fearful in this, his first flight. The exhiliration of 
experience mixes with the pain as his stomach 
and arm muscles expand and contract a surf's 
spray above dunking. When the wind cries Be-
ware, he turns back his head and his sight from 
the moment to find his feet standing again, the 
steel rock, cold grey and unfeeling. 
The beach is gone somewhere. He searches for 
substance, an escape from the imprisonment of 
his limbo. Frantically, he runs ahead, twisting, 
twirling, questing for release. The created draft 
lifts him up, a lingering foot tenuously pushes 
against the ground, and 
he is flying again. The 
meadow appears edeni-
cally below, green alive 
and inviting. And the 
branches are willowy 
tendrils that sway to the 
tune of a balmy breeze 
and bow from the path to 
accommodate his pres-
ence. Warm shivers tickle 
his fluttering form, just 
barely effective, as his 
stomach contracts and 
ex pands to sustain. 
Gracefully, her yellow 
feathers sweep before 
him. i 
The wind cries out Beware, but he dares not 
turn back and the words fade away. Again they 
beckon, Beware, and continue, One does not fly 
into flying .. . In riveting distraction, he disap-
pears the field and moment, and is falling down 
the abyss, dark and enveloping and falling. 
'He walks out to a stone wall with the tiny bird 
nesting her fear in his fingers. In her shivering 
incomprehension, she defecates .' 
With venetian slivers of sun blinds settling the 
evening dust, touching his troubled frown, she 
enters. Innocently, her chipper smile casts out its 
tenuous bite upon his thoughts. As he creates 
them, they share the moment, lonely together 
and alone. He concedes to her envelopment for 
dissolution. She approaches and he rises from his 
contemplative inactivity. 
She stands his sacrifice, motionless and marble 
before him. With closed eyes, he fingertip-
explores her face, touching the features, know-
ing the lines so often seen and memorized. She 
reclines her head to his touch as fingers travel 
her chin and below, circular motions touching 
and tempting. Arousing as her top button lingers 
through its catch. Trembling, noticing her 
breath for the first time, groping. A passionate 
embrace of ruffled clothing that .tangles limbs 
and bodies in a menagerie of unrequited emo-
tions. 
Or, maybe they are in bed together, his hands 
stitching her delicate outline, weaving his spool 
of sentiments into her skin. Their movements 
thread passion and response, a candle flame em-
broidered, rising and falling and flickering in the 
moment. And there is fusion in the cloth. 
Or, the sensation of their love is in the piercing 
of a moment, piercing, a moment piercing and 
mo men t, and mome men t, and ... pierced ... But 
her love is just his manu-
factured thought and she 
dissolves in his touch. 
' The brown liquid 
coarses the topography of 
his palm, staining the 
assumed innocence of his 
touch . He places the can-
ary down upon the stone 
wall and tries to wipe his 
intentions on the dead 
sunbaked, brown grass. 
But the stickiness re-
mains. 
I venture my crusade 
tenuously, he says, in 
hopes that we will even-
tually come together. It's 
not very probable though, my desperate mea-
sures not likely to woo her to my faith. In which 
case, my frustrations will consume me. I hope 
only to be able to distinguish our boundaries, to 
rid her from my conceptual territory. In my 
obsession, I cannot be tempted from a path, or 
shamed by the ideal of selfless love. In my deter-
mination, I deny further compromise. I admit 
that I have given that I might gain. Though the 
exchange has not been coldly calculated. 
I have placed her in a cage upon a pedestal, a 
revered object. The construct is my doing, my 
achievement; her imprisonment my responsibil-
ity. Anima of my emptiness, she fills me with 
meaning. In the distance I've stretched between 
us, she high upon her pillar way beyond my 
station, I find meaning for movement. I pursue 
her that her lover be deposed and that I assume 
her height. Only she must allow me to climb the 
pillar. Yet, I haven't told her how she's been 
placed. I search her eyes for the moment that 
they accept me. And that alone will be my ascent. 
I cannot bear the admission that this quest is 
futile . Rather would I call her an immortal tease. 
Within the safety of her cage, she can sing and 
flutter her wings. And I am abandoned as a 
watchdog by her feet; I can only guard her tail-
feathers. But I want none of this. She must teach 
me to sing and grow wings that we might fly 
together . .. 
(Stop. I must stop the moment and ask you: 
[)oes one clip the canary's wings because he 
himself cannot fly? I fear the taste of my senti-
ments, the delicious futility of my quest, and I 
stop the words in my mouth lest they be swal-
lowed. By you and by me. 
I am the chef. See the way that I prepare this 
delicacy for you. An elaborate menu and the 
tantalizing vapors of some mystery dish. And 
me, gourmet know-it-all, concocting for the pal-
ate of a patron. Or is it my own hunger that I am 
preparing for? ... You will never be fulfilled by 
this meal. Forever, it will be addicting. Repeat-
edly, I will scoop her up, spoon her up before 
your eyes. 
So do I aspire to be a knight . That I might lay 
the dragons of an empty hunger to sleep, final 
sleep. But I must first affect the habit and steed 
of my role, that we might ride into a morning 
horizon. Only the power of words and ideals is 
imagined; it is the content of a fairy tale, and no 
more. And the princess of my dreams will remain 
eternally inconsummate. 
Equally, I am the writer who vainly relishes 
the flavor of romantic words. My words, my 
words. Their reflection promises so much satis-
faction. But the mirror mirror on the wall serves 
~ot the fairest of them all. As I feast upon reflec-
tions, so I pine away in desire . Ignobly emaciated, 
I ~rn to my recipes. They assuage this hunger 
:h morsels of meaning, but words are barely 
ng. And in time's passing, I feel myself 
hfurther indebted to the words, the mirror, the unger. 
And fina lly, I become the foolish fisherman 
hsting lines for a canary. Well-baited, I cast my 
ooks to the swallowing seas. Yet, with the 
ro~ling of each successive wave, I find that it is I 
~ o has consumed all previous words . Mortally, 
Mtaste my own bait . Inevitably, I am hooked . 
~anwhile, the canary sings on . 
h n self-consumptive emptiness, I find that I 
aven't the power to alter the course of my 
~ords, only to force an awareness. The story is 
tnsar bl ta e. I return us to its words.) 
'He wrenches a large stone away and with 
u?steady arms lifts it slowly, so slowly, as the 
brrd looks apprehensively around on steady 
ground. And the stone is pressed toward the 
sky, higher and higher, until his prometh ian 
hands have stretched their furth est. Where-
upon, he closes his eyes and hears it shatter. 
But not before seeing it fall. ' 
Deliberately, he will, I swear he will sometime 
~ee her with a dirty pink plastic barrette clamped 
m some haphazardly arranged strands of once 
blond hair; the bird standing beneath him red 
lipstick carefully smudged over her lips' and 
lower jaw, a matching shade of nail polish me-
thodically streaked over her fingers, a cloud of 
beauty powder and stench of lady-like perfume 
rising in her wake as she trudges by, slowly-
ever-slowly, eyes focused upon his approaching 
gaze, foot-by-foot, smiling coyly, one small step 
at a time, embarrassed, waiting patiently for 
something. 
As he lowers his eyes to a spot on the floor, any 
spot beyond her, she will continue walking, pass-
ing him by, not ignoring but being ignored, not 
sounding a recognition, the glint in her eyes -
two black watery holes, tiny lights trapped inside 
- the upturned lipstick smudge and dimpled 
rouge, all disappearing from her expression, ac-
knowledging his transparent rejection, turning 
back around, shadowing his diminishing form 
away, going unnoticed and going alone. 
'He looks down at his victim and picks up her 
discarded form. Her immortal eyes are open, 
but she doesn't move. Maybe he missed and she 
isn 't yet dead. In a moment lost to contempla-
tion, he cradles her in his fingers, smoothing 
her ruffled yellow feathers. ' 
Hunched down over the desk, the moment 
darts out the protagonist's pen to scribble 
another idea. Impressions of Yellow, he writes, mak-
ing sure to capitalize and underline. And he leans 
back comfortably, reaching for satisfaction with 
the words. "I exorcize my canary?" Yes, beams 
the smile on his face . He sits and rests; and sits, 
and rests. 
I am melodramatic and self-deprecating as 
further words flow: "And where flies the ca-
nary?" Only to laugh loudly. "Not here, no 
longer." And then, as if rehearsed, this voice is 
soft and slow: "Nope. She flies here no longer. 
Gone one day from her cage, broken and some-
what withered ... I let her go, yes I guess I did . . . 
canaries don't live long anyhow, no, they really 
don't." And silent. 
Reluctant acceptance smiles slowly on this 
hand as fingers move like clockwork at new 
words .. . 
'He closes his fingers carefully around the tiny 
mass, draws back his hand in measured mo-
tion, and lets go with infinite power at the 
wall. ' 
Megan Ryan 
The Breakfast Mission 
"BREAKFAST MISSION 
PEACE FOR THE BODY 
PEACE FOR THE SOUL." 
In fading black letters 
Below, a row of black men 
some standing 
some squatting 
Shadows on the peeling yellow wall 
Clothed in old gray sweaters 
squashed-on caps 
Heads lift, eyes staring almost glaring 
Up at the train 
Rumbling by not so fast 
Slow enough to see 
people drinking coffee 
reclining seats with headrests 
Peace for the body 
not looking out the windows 
nothing to see 
Peace for the soul. 
- Julie Wolcott 
you 
slip, a stone from my hand 
polished by the thoughts 
and tongues of other girls 
moon 
the nights eat at you 
they consume each slice 
no more in my sky 
-- Lauren Lepanto 
Steven Jacobs 
Persheng Sadegh-Vaziri 
Bruce AF Polsky 
The Sacrifice 
Waiting, waiting 
for the surgeon to scrub his hands 
I lie like a pinned frog on 
a dissecting board. 
Sharp sting 
and a sweetness flows up my arm. 
I feel 
wind on a hill as little girls 
skateboard down screaming to 
the smallest one, 
"You're just scared, a scaredy cat." 
"So what if I am." 
He cuts into my fine, flat belly. 
The white skin rips. 
He picks 
and severs an organ like 
a little boy exploring a slug 
with a stick. 
For days, hunched, 
I lean on hospital 
railings with blank-eyed ladies 
hysterectomied. 
The scar 
is shaped like a crooked smile 
Pretends 
to have dismembered me, rough 
ploughed skin, yet it knows 
thick red blood blasts 
beneath, I can 
regenerate. 
II 
I give 
the bread, a morning 
of baking to him. 
Squeezing the pulp of oranges, 
sweetness encased . 
A child shrieks, 
"I don't want to share." 
as black earth gives in 
sucked green by 
thick trunks . 
Touching and twisting, we rock. 
Our breath, one. 
He gathers me up as heat paws 
and crouches inside . 
Smothering, I melt 
and melt losing myself. 
He circles and sweeps 
like a hawk claiming 
his feast . I give 
relentlessly. 
Small girl 
pigtails in her hair, prances 
on tiptoes, hands on hips . 
She, an ocean formless and spread, 
is no longer me. 
The Sacrificial Rite 
I give, I give. 
Surrendering, I gain 
myself. 
- Helen Bartlett 
Dawn 
(written for a woman i love) 
i am the sky turned pink 
the yellow in me eager 
to splash fresh streaks of color 
across the face of my morning. 
i am dawn, i am before day 
bursts from its moon quiet nap 
before day breaks 
out and runs wild across rooftops 
mountaintops boxtops 
of breakfast cereal before 
the alarm rings i am 
dawn pulling with impatience 
at this mute pink 
of my marriage. dawn 
waiting for day. 
-Mona Daleo 
The Courting of a Photograph 
The photograph 
of you, 
though you think it is safe 
downstairs in the secret drawer 
in the big, old roll-top desk. 
it is in my hands now. 
Please forgive me, 
I took it 
the last time 
I had to leave. 
Last night it slept with me. 
But in the morning 
I found it, 
sleep-forgotten, 
on the floor . 
At breakfast, 
it leaned against the cereal-box. 
At lunch, 
it lay hidden, 
under my napkin's lap. 
Tonight I' ll sleep with you, 
and I'll hold you in my arms, 
so that in the morning 
I won't find you, 
sleep-forgotten, 
on the floor . 
And in the shadows 
of morning's silent landscape, 
I'll slip downstairs 
while you still sleep, 
and tuck the photograph 
of you 
back into that secret drawer 
in the big, old roll-top desk, 
where it will stay 
till I must leave you, 
again. 
-Kate Simon 
Katydid -David Parr 
Part One. 
Once, long ago and far away, there lived a great king, much beloved and respected by his entire 
kingdom. All agreed that he was just, wise, and fair, and his country prospered, and all the people 
were happy. 
It happened that the king decided to take a queen. The king was very strong and handsome, as 
well as a fine ruler, and every maiden of the kingdom wished to be his choice . Day after day, men 
would bring their daughters before the king, and say, "Take my daughter, your majesty, for she is 
the fairest maiden in the land," or, "she is the truest maiden in the land," or, "she will bring you 
many children." And, indeed, many of the maidens were fair, or true, or disposed to child-bearing. 
Nevertheless, the king could not make his choice; for there was already a lady whom he loved. 
One day, years before, the good king had been hunting in the wood. Having reached the top of a 
high peak, he took a moment to gaze with pride upon his kingdom. Suddenly, standing at the 
mouth of a far away cave, the king saw a lady of unequaled grace and beauty, with long locks of 
blonde hair, and sad blue eyes, wearing a gown of white. She looked at him with sorrow and 
longing, slowly turning about and re-entering the cave. The king's closest servant told him, "She is 
the fairest of all our women. But she is guarded by the ugliest, most terrifying ogre, who has killed 
many men seeking to rescue her. She is the fair Catherine." The king was very moved by this 
story, but could not neglect the duties of his office. Long afterwards, however, he still remem-
bered her sad blue eyes and helpless expression, and thought to himself, "Katy, my Katy, I shall 
have you." 
With each new maiden presented to him, the good king became increasingly melancholy, for 
despite their respective merit, he could never forget the beautiful Katy. She would often appear in 
his dreams now, for a brief moment, only to look up at him and remorsefully turn away, letting 
out a sigh so profound and heavy that the king would awaken from his dream, and lie quietly in his 
chamber, unable to sleep. He would try to imagine the jealous monster which kept them apart, 
and this vision made sleep even more difficult. Finally, the king could neither sleep nor eat, and the 
kingdom no longer prospered, and all the people could feel the immense grief of their king. 
One gray day in the spring of that year, the king knew he could no longer bear to live without 
Katy. So, with his favorite sword, he set out alone and returned to the high peak where he had 
once seen her. From that point, he soon recognized the cave from which she had briefly emerged, 
and marched the many miles to it, clearing brush and trees with his sword. Soon he was standing 
outside the mouth of the cave. 
The cave was black and mysterious, terrifying to behold. 
"I have come for Katy!" he shouted boldly, and his voice echoed endlessly within the cave. The 
sky above was filled with gray clouds. 
A tremendous noise, at first like a whine, and ending in a roar, resounded from the cave. The 
king trembled inwardly, but did not move an inch. 
Suddenly, the horrible object of all the king's dread and hatred appeared before him: it was the 
ogre, Katy's guardian! While larger than any man, it was fairly human in form, except, instead of 
arms, it possessed a half-dozen slimy tenacles. With these tenacles, the ogre struck out at the king. 
At the first blow, the king found himself knocked to the ground a good distance away. 
Undaunted, he rushed back to the ogre, and was again battered by the powerful tenacles. 
But standing once again before the ogre, the king drew his great sword. As his opponent tried to 
strike a third time, the king lashed out with his sword and dismembered a monstrous arm. A 
bloody and fierce battle ensued. 
But finally, after several hours of grueling combat, the king defeated the terrible ogre, remov-
ing one giant tenacle, and then another. And, shorn of all his arms, exhausted and beaten, the ogre 
turned his awful head toward the king, revealing a pitifully human expression of sorrow, his eyes 
reflecting bewilderment and defeat. The powerless beast scurried back to the deepest nook of the 
cave, crying and whimpering. 
The king held his bloody, gleaming sword above his head, and bellowed, "Katy, you are free to 
leave!" His deep voice seemed to reverberate throughout the kingdom. The dark sky broke, and 
the sun shone through. 
A silence followed, which was momentarily broken by the rustling of skirts within the cave. 
And Katy shyly emerged into the bright sunlight, even more graceful and beautiful than the king 
had held her in his memory. Quietly weeping with joy, she knelt before the king. 
"Katy ,"he said in a kind, strong tone, "would you come with me to my castle and be my beloved 
queen?" 
And what do you think happened? 
Katydid! Katydid! (and even now, on a dark, dark night, you might hear a voice remind you: 
Katydid!). 
Part Two. *** *** *** 
It's nights like this make me sorry I ever moved out to the country, with the owls hooting and 
the bugs chirping and nothing on the T.V. after twelve o'clock. But, I guess, no matter where I 
lived the T.V. goes off sometime, and just 'cause I'm here don't mean the bugs don't sing 
everywhere else. 
But I was brought up in Chicago, matter of fact, and there there weren't no bugs keeping you 
up, just the cars, day and night, but they were alright, a steady kind of hum, and it made you feel 
alright, like life was going on while you're asleep. 
And if it was up to my mother, I guess I'd still be in Chicago.lt was my mother said, don't marry 
her, don't marry that girl, she11 be nothing but trouble. But you can't blame me for not listening to 
·her, 'cause you can never tell what a girl's gonna' do one minute to the next anyway. That goes 
specially for Katy. 
And it was 'cause of Katywe moved out here in the first place, not that I minded, but it was her 
idea. We should have our own patch of ground, she said. And I didn't mind, 'cause we were happy 
at first, I11 swear we were, I was the happiest man alive . And it was all I wanted to do was to keep 
her happy. 
She was pretty, ah God, was she pretty. And I was lucky, even though my mother don't think 
so. 'Cause I'm kinda' plain, I know it 's hard to tell looking at one face in the mirror so long, you 
don't know if you're Paul Newman or what. But I been told I'm ugly. Ah God, but I remember her, 
even in High School, at the junior dance, her coming in with her hair bunched up high and dress 
cut low, looking like a damn queen. I was lucky. 
And we were happy at first, I don't care what she's saying now, we were still happy then, and 
you can't change things that are already done. I remember it all as plain as day, how happy we 
were. But she don't even remember, I bet. She's remarried. 
And nothing's gone right for me after she left . I changed my job twice, and now I'm in stock at 
Woolworth's, but it don't look like I'll be staying there long. Nothing 's gone right. I'm drinking too 
much. And, like I said, I'm not much to look at, but when I worked in back at Marshall Field's, I got 
this one chance with this girl who worked there a while. We came back here, kinda' drunk, and it's 
been like three months since I done it, and she's all ready. And what do you think happens? 
Nothing. After three months, all I can do is sit there and kiss her. And she gets the idea, and says it's 
alright, but she's gone in five minutes, and I'm all alone and sort of scared, I run all around the 
house, looking at magazines and shit, and still nothing happens. Nothing happens . 
It's only nights like this, I'm not drunk and I can't sleep, I remember how happy we were once. 
And then I remember what happened, like a dream, I remember some man comes to the door, 
some damn handsome man, and I say, yeah, can I help you, and the next thing we're all three 
sitting in the living room and Katy says she's leaving and he says she's leaving and me I get this pit 
feeling in my stomach I feel so sick I can't yell and I can't fight, I just want them to go, and when 
they do, I just lie on the couch, and can't move and the T .V.'s on and I can't listen and I can't turn it 
off. 
But we were happy at first. Just after we moved out here. We had a little joke, it's stupid, but it 
shows we were happy. About the bugs in the yard, crickets, sort of. I said, I can't get to sleep on 
account of the damn crickets, and she said, those aren't crickets, those are Katydids. And I said, 
Katydid what? and she said Katydid, and I said, yeah, did what? It sounds stupid, I guess, but God we 
were happy. What did Katy do? I'd say, and she'd just smile and look mad and say Katydid! • 
The Laborer 
Hard rap of knuckles 
on a heavy wood door; 
jovial boy at 1 :30 am. 
Just back from work 
and the greased machines 
still stinking oil 
on his open sweatshirt, 
uncombed hair. 
Hard rap again, 
a coarse laugh from his friend 
already back into the street 
"bitch ain't waitin' for you, 
sucker!" 
A kick, 
he turns/she comes 
wrapping loose flannel, 
pouring out before the light 
guiding it 
softly warm half asleep 
in his arms he holds 
gears turn clogs chink 
the smoothing oil. 
- Jamie Petillo Henry Loweng, 
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cowboy 
· gout the herd 
ped me 
a flash of the eye 
atched with fascination 
· dy-paced prance. 
me .in. 
e smoking brand to my i. 
· 'ed passion 
in the fever that you kindled here . 
d blindly - frayed rope still 
my neck. 
you 
could you watch me tearing 
knot? you 
try to stop me, 
g for me to stay 
· g maybe the pain wouldn't be too much. 
was free! 
from your rays 
my limbs in this pool and that . 
ed and dove 
lingered - emerged 
i saw you 
· g by the gate 
t have cried. 
fire had all but gone out . 
you turned 
away 
from me . 
gate 
left open. 
back wore ice . 
the wound still remembered 
radio-active eye . 
i sat with the reflection 
alone. 
let me go. 
the scab fell away today. 
you've put away your double-edged thoughts . 
timid, i approach the gate. 
your eye rises to meet me . 
you offer it to me with open palm 
i stare in wonder at the gift 
so fragile . .. so fine 
"i've put aside my rope," you say. 
"and i my teeth." 
through open irises 
a golden glow 
fuses 
i to i. 
- Abbie Lundberg 
Ed Hing Goon 
Molting 
Rock-climbing near North Conway 
He is higher 
Further from his climbing friends 
Than he has been before . 
He has forgotten the gravity 
Of the ground, his weight swung into the 
Forgotten the cold of the wind. 
As he reaches his last chock, 
In a crack, 
He hears awful 
Free-fall in the silence. 
No one stirs. He smells 
The worry, feels the itch 
Under his knee, deep in that bone. 
The rock-face still vertical, 
His line still tied in, 
His frie nds quiet, still 
Again that silent falling rings its distance o 
In hundreds of meters, in prickles of sweat 
Muscles calm, 
Toes secure in each hold, taut 
And bent into the cracks 
In the face, he remains 
In good climber's control. He strains 
At the cold stone, his head 
Hugging its crack. The wind wants him 
Off! pulls at his glue, 
His fingers, his stiff toes, 
His jaw at that crack, his line whips 
Around him as a pale green 
Granite below demands gravity again, he h 
On, screaming inside, he opens . 
His eyes, see a windless sun, rise from its 1 
Off the vertical horizon, off his field of stc 
The warmth spreads from the belly, down 
Through the body, until it loosens 
Some fear. He begins to become again 
A lizard, returned to terrain, 
Steady; alive; climbing 
Free from that last twisted chock, molting 
Out of his fear, leaving 
That last skin 
Shed. 
-Bill Epes 
Banker's Hours 
I was the offbeat, angry young student 
detesting Nixon and his war, distrusting big business 
you remember: Joe Nonconformist 
who spent his first summer working for 
First National, capitalism's capital, converting 
preferred stock into shares of common 
as a clerk in the corporate trust department, 
or solemnly making change behind a teller's cage, 
always wearing the new necktie in the building where 
everyone scurries within a grey-flannel fog of dollar 
signs and decimal points, while old Bob Dylan melodies 
sift softly through the muzak system, and secretaries 
telephone trace inactive accounts to ask 
if they're still alive 
Yes, I am here, quietly making my fortune 
in this world of securities and bonds 
and should a black clad robber jump me one night, 
I'll tell him there's nothing to steal 
-Clinton Macsherry 
Sue Taylor 
Uncle Jake 
As they walk into the house, Richard is con-
fronted with the smell of fish. He told her he was 
bringing Peter home to dinner, how could she 
cook fish? Richard's mother is in the living room 
reading the paper. Her coat is on the couch next 
to her; it looks as if she has just come home from 
work. "Hello boys," she says, without looking 
out from behind her newspaper. The fish smell 
gets stronger as they get nearer to the kitchen. 
Richard's grandmother is sitting at the kitchen 
table wearing an apron, doing a crossword puz-
zle. 
"You boys are filthy. Hurry up and wash be-
fore we sit down to eat." 
There is silence at the table as Richard and 
Peter stare at the halibut, mashed potatoes, and 
lima beans on their plates . Richard is thinking 
that this isn't what it's like at Pete's house. They 
always serve something like hamburgers or 
spaghetti when you eat dinner at Pete's . Pete's 
father and mother always ask questions about 
what is going on at school. (How is the science 
project going? How many goals did you score 
during gym class?) When the silence breaks it is 
Richard's mother talking about what is going on 
-John Sand 
down at the office. She works at a governmen1 
payroll office. One of the other secretaries i! 
getting married to a banker. Richard looks ovet 
at Peter and realizes that he is not going tc 
stomach dinner. He is pushing the food arounc 
the plate with his fork, and his face is al 
scrunched up. Richard eats his dinner. He ha! 
learned that if he doesn't breathe through hi! 
nose as he chews, he doesn't taste it as much. Bu1 
he is having some trouble swallowing because ot 
a lump in his throat. When everyone else ha! 
finished, Richard's grandmother looks at Peter'! 
plate and sees that he hasn't touched anythin~ 
but his mashed potatoes . 
"Peter, aren't you going to eat anything?" 
"No." 
"Why not?" 
"Because it doesn't taste good." 
Richard is amazed; he didn't expect Peter tq 
say that. His grandmother shakes her head an~ 
looks as if she is about to speak, but then doesn'~ 
say anything. She begins to clear the dishes. 
They have rice pudding for dessert . Whe 
they are done, they excuse themselves and g 
out to the backyard to throw around a tenni 
ball. After a while they start throwing the ball a 
each other. Richard hits Peter hard in the thig 
and he falls down holding his leg . Richard goe 
over to see if he is alright, and Peter jumps u 
and starts wrestling with him. Richard is muc 
bigger than Peter, and although it is a har 
struggle, he is soon sitting on top of him. Whe 
he lets him up they go out and sit on the fron 
curb. 
"That dinner was the pits ." 
"Yeah, I'm sorry." 
"Does she always cook stuff like that?" 
"Pretty often." 
The streetlights come on and it is time fo 
Richard to go in. Peter runs down the street t 
his house, while Richard walks very slowly up 
his front path. His grandmother and mother are 
sitting in the living room reading the newspaper. 
Richard starts to go up the stairs to his room, but 
his grandmother speaks. 
"Richard." 
"Yes?" 
"You're not to have the Cassidy boy over to 
dinner anymore. He's extremely rude." 
"Yes, Grandma." 
Richard is rummaging through the bottom 
drawer of the roll top desk when he comes across 
the pictures. They are his parents' wedding pic-
tures : corning out of the Church into a crowd, 
cutting the cake at the reception, dancing. There 
is a moment when Richard does not realize that 
the man in the picture with his mother is his 
father . (He has no memories of his father. He 
died of tuberculosis when Richard was two.) 
When he does realize it he stares intently at his 
father 's face. He is not smiling in any of the 
photographs . Sometimes the corners of his 
mouth are turned up and his teeth are showing, 
but it is never really a smile. He always looks as if 
someone made him be in the picture. Richard 
thinks: he looks like I do when they take a picture 
of me. He takes the photo album up to his room, 
and hides it in the bottom of his socks and under-
wear drawer. 
A week later his grandmother finds the pic-
tures while she is cleaning in his room. She says 
that it is morbid for him to be keeping the pic-
tures like that . When Richard's mother gets 
home from the office, she tells her. Richard's 
mother says nothing, just picks up the pictures 
off of the dining room table. Richard looks for 
the pictures throughout the next week, but he 
can' t find where she has hidden them. 
"Where did you meet him?" 
"We went to high school together." 
"Where did he ask you to marry him?" 
"We were having dinner at the Ten Eyck 
Hotel." 
"Where did you go on your honeymoon?" 
"We went to Lake Placid." 
"Did he play sports when he was at school?" 
"Yes he played basketball .. . Richard I'm try-
ing to read the paper . I'm tired from the office. 
Why don't you go upstairs and do your horne-
work ." 
They are eating dinner when Richard's grand-
mother announces it: My brother Jake will be 
coming to stay with us. He can't take care of 
himself anymore, and I don't want him to have to 
go to the hospital. 
Richard has never met his Great Uncle Jake. 
He doesn't come to any of the family reunions or 
get-togethers. Richard saw him at a funeral 
once, but he carne and left quickly. He's had 
something called a stroke. 
Richard doesn't think that his grandmother is 
especially fond of her brother Jake. She calls him 
a born bachelor . He was married, but his wife 
died a long time ago. He used to be an usher at 
the Church, but after his wife died he never 
went to Church any more. Grandma used to 
complain about his playing cards in the back 
room of the Sons of Erin Pub. There was also 
some kind of a problem when he owned a hard-
ware store. People used to go there and talk to 
him about the races up in Saratoga. 
He arrives about a week later. He is wearing an 
old tweed sport coat and khaki pants. There is a 
nurse with him, and she has her arm through 
his . He walks very slowly and with a lot of effor t. 
He is tall, but extremely thin. While he is talking 
with his sister, Richard notices that there is 
something wrong with his speech. He sounds 
like when people on television get drunk. He 
shakes hands with Richard. His grip is surpris-
ingly tight for the way he looks. They put him in 
the spare room off the kitchen. 
Uncle Jake stays in his room most of the time. 
Richard's grandmother brings his meals in to 
him. Every once in a while he wanders out into 
the living room to watch television. Richard isn't 
sure what he does in his room the rest of the 
time. He imagines that it must be pretty awful to 
have to lie in bed all day. Other old men come to 
visit him, often at first, but less as time goes on. 
They bring him some kind of newspaper. Rich-
ard has heard their voices and thinks that they 
are talking about the races up in Saratoga. 
Richard never goes into his Uncle Jake's room. 
He sees very little of him, considering that they 
both live in the same house . About two weeks 
after Jake has arrived, Richard is out in the kit-
chen getting a glass of milk. Uncle Jake calls ou t, 
"Who is that?" Richard does not answer. He 
figures that if he keeps silent his uncle will stop 
calling him. "Who is that?! . . . Get in here!" 
Richard's first thought is to run away, but he is 
more scared of being disobedient than of going 
into the room. The shades are drawn, the walls 
are piss-yellow, and it smells like wet dog. The 
old man's hairy thin ankles hang out over the 
edge of his bed. His long white hair makes his 
face seem redder than it is . His eyes are deep 
blue, red-rimmed. He asks the usual questions. 
(How old are you? Where do you go to school?) 
but he doesn't singsong them in the way that 
Richard is used to hearing. And he seems to be 
listening to the answers. 
"It's good to see you, kid. I'm not getting too 
many visitors anymore .. . Say, do you think you 
could find us a deck of cards?" 
Uncle Jake teaches Richard how to play draw 
poker. After Richard has learned the basics of 
the game, Jake says that they will have to play for 
something. He has Richard go out to the kitchen 
to get a box of saltines. He breaks them up into 
little pieces and then stacks them in to two even 
piles. After a couple of hands, Jake has most of 
the crackers and Richard is getting discouraged. 
Then he wins a couple of hands in a row and is 
almost smiling. But right before it is time for 
dinner, all the crackers are in front of Uncle Jake. 
Richard. has just come home from school and 
he's in Uncle Jake's room. Some days Uncle Jake's 
speech is very slurred and he doesn't talk much. 
But other days it is almost perfectly clear and he 
talks a lot. Today is one of those days. 
"She served me chipped beef for lunch. I al-
most gagged. You want to go out to the kitchen 
and see if you can smuggle us in some cookies?" 
They sit and eat cookies in silence. Richard 
likes the darkness of the room. It reminds him of 
being in the fort that he and Peter built in the 
woods behind O 'Leary's last summer. Uncle Jake 
starts talking. 
"You should have seen her trying to make me 
eat that chipped beef. She was treating me like a 
child. She's treating me like I'm her little brother 
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Richard is only half-listening. He is thinking 
about an assignment he has at school to make a 
product map of New York State . He is worried 
about it because he doesn't have the kind of 
dexterity required in these kinds of projects. He 
can't even tear the "Reading for Meaning" sheets 
out of the book without ripping them in half. He 
is worried that he isn't going to do well on the 
map. 
"Rich, you aren't listening to me. What's the 
matter?" 
Richard hesitates before telling Uncle Jake 
about the map. He doesn't see how an old man 
could be interested in anything that's going on in 
the fifth grade. Uncle Jake listens to Richard and 
then tells him to get the thi11gs he will need to 
make the map and bring them back to the room. 
Richard does, and they make the map that after-
noon and night. Uncle Jake does much of the 
work. He draws the outline of New York free-
hand from the Atlas on a big piece of cardboard. 
The borders are kind of curvy; it looks like a 
poorly drawn boot. But the labeling is great. He 
has Richard get him a light bulb, and he makes it 
stick out of Schenectady to represent General 
Electric. Richard steals a glove from his mother 
and that represents Gloverstown. The most im-
pressive thing about the map is its hugeness . 
The map isn' t due at school for another week, 
but Richard brings it in the next day so that he 
won't have to worry about it anymore . No one 
else in the class has their map. Before class starts 
he brings it up to Mrs. Martin and she looks it 
over. 
"This is extremely sloppy, Richard. You'll have 
to do it over ." 
Richard feels a lump forming in his throat. The 
back of his neck feels hot as he lugs the map back 
to his desk pas t all the jeering eyes . He tells Uncle 
Jake that he did well on the map and makes the 
new map by himself in his room. 
Uncle Oscar (Richard's mother's brother) has 
come back from a trip to Ireland. He is standing 
in the living room talking to Richard and the two 
women about his trip. He has a map of Ireland 
which he puts up on the mantle and refers to as 
he is talking. It reminds Richard of Geography 
class at school. Even h is mother and grand-
mother are fidgeting. After his talk Uncle Oscar 
gives out presents. He gives Richard a winter 
hat. It is black leather, with fur on it, and ear 
flaps that snap together under the chin. It re-
minds Richard of the hat that Dino, the janitor at 
school, wears. He mumbles thanks, and his 
grandmother says that he needed a nice, warm 
winter hat . 
The next day when Richard is going out to play 
after school, his grandmother insists that he put 
on the hat. 
"Your uncle Oscar brought you that hat all the 
way from Ireland, and you have the nerve to tell 
me that you don't want to wear it?" 
This is the first big snowfall and Richard 
wasn't even considering wearing a hat. He is 
going over to Pete's house and they are going to 
try and build an igloo in his back yard . But if Pete 
sees him wearing the hat, he will feel like a fool. 
He wants to tell his grandmother that, but he 
knows that she will not understand. She never 
understands things like that. Richard puts on the 
hat. He walks out the back door and through the 
yard past the kitchen window. Then he ducks 
down and crawls under the window to the back 
porch. He could ditch the hat somewhere before 
he went to Pete's, but he is afraid he might lose it. 
So he stays on the porch, building a castle in the 
snow until his feet become numb. Then he goes 
back inside. 
That night after dinner he talks to his mother 
in the living room, while his grandmother is on 
the phone in the kitchen. 
"Please, Mom. Tell her not to make me wear 
the hat." 
"Richard, it's not a big thing. The hat isn't that 
ugly. And I don't like you sneaking behind your 
grandmother's back and asking me. Whatever 
she says goes, Richard. This is her house." 
Before he goes upstairs to do his homework, 
Richard goes to Uncle Jake's room. He is playing 
solitaire and is surprised to see Richard. Richard 
usually doesn't visit after dinner. He tells Jake 
about the hat . Jake asks him to get the hat. 
"It doesn't look that bad. You just have to wear 
it with some dignity." 
He puts it on his head, sticks his nose up ip. the 
air, and raises his eyebrows. 
"But the guys are going to laugh at me if they 
see me wearing a hat like that." 
"Richard, you shouldn't worry about what 
other people think. If you wore this hat with the 
right attitude, you could have all the other kids 
on the block wishing that they had one." 
Richard looks at the furry hat and shakes his 
head. Uncle Jake takes the hat off his head and 
looks .at it. 
"Yeah, you're right. This hat is a bit much." 
· He thinks for a while, then he tells Richard to 
leave the hat with him. The next morning when 
Richard is going to school, his grandmother asks 
him where his hat is. 
"Uncle Jake has it ." 
They go to Jake's room and he is sitting up in 
the bed, eating breakfast and wearing the hat. 
"Jake, Richard's going to school now and he 
needs his hat." 
"Richard gave me this hat. I admired it and 
Richard was generous enough to give it to me . I 
don't ever intend to take it off." 
"Jake, give me the hat." 
..,No." 
Uncle Jake puts both of his hands up and holds 
on to the ear flaps to prevent the hat from being 
taken from him. Richard thinks that his grand-
mother might try to take it from him, but she 
doesn't. She takes Richard's hand and walks out 
of the room. When they get out in the hall, she 
tells him to go upstairs and get his ski cap. 
It is late afternoon, just before dinner, and 
Richard and Uncle Jake are playing cards . The 
saltines are stacked steeply on Uncle Jake's side 
of the table. Uncle Jake isn't talking well today. 
He doesn't seem to be feeling well in general. He 
is playing cards kind of rolled over on his side, 
instead of sitting up. Richard remembers vague-
ly that he heard people moving around down-
stairs very late last night and he wonders if that 
has something to do with why Jake is feeling so 
bad. Richard's grandmother comes in to tell 
Richard to wash up for dinner. She is about to 
walk out again when she notices the saltines. 
"What are you playing?" 
Uncle Jake is concentrating on his cards and 
doesn't answer, so Richard says, "Poker." She 
walks over to the table and picks up the cards. 
"Jake, this is my house, and I am taking care of 
you. I won't have you teaching the boy that 
game." 
Uncle Jake looks as if he is about to say some-
thing, and then he doesn't. He hands her the 
cards he is holding. After a couple of days, they 
get the cards back on the promise that they will 
only play "polite" games. They never play poker 
again. 
Richard and Peter are walking home from 
school for lunch. It has rained the night before, 
and there are bloated dead worms all over the 
sidewalk. Peter picks up one of the worms and 
throws it at Richard. 
"Kewdies, you have the kewdies." 
Richard says nothing and bends over to look 
for a worm. When he comes up with one, Peter 
has already started running. For one block Peter 
keeps well ahead of Richard, but in the middle of 
the second block he becomes winded and has to 
slow down. Richard catches him, pulls open the 
back of his shirt and drops the worm in. Peter's 
eyes get wide, but he doesn't scream. He pulls 
out his shirttail and reaches up his back to ex-
tract the dead worm. He throws it in Richard's 
face, but he is too tired to run away . Richard 
picks it up and throws it back. After a couple 
more tosses, they call it quits, and head home. 
About a block further on, they notice that 
Alice McCormick is walking across the street 
from them. Alice wears glasses that have blue 
frames with sparkles in them. She sits right in 
front of the teacher's desk and can add up 
numbers on the board faster than anyone in the 
fifth grade. That morning during math, Peter 
was making farting noises (by bringing his hand 
up against his cheek and mouth and blowing into 
it) whenever the teacher turned around to write 
on the board . At first he did it softly so that just 
the kids around him could hear it, but then he 
really let one rip . Everyone in the class started 
laughing. Mrs. Martin thundered, "Who did 
that?" And Alice McCormick called out, "Peter 
Cassidy did it, Mrs . Martin ." Peter got sent to 
Mr. McCarthy's office. Since it was the second 
time that month, he got the paddle . 
Peter picks up a worm and says, "Watch this." 
He walks across the street and sneaks up behind 
Alice . When he gets right behind her, he pulls 
open the back of her shirt and drops the worm in . 
She screams and Peter runs. Richard also runs 
on the other side of the street. They run all the 
way to Richard 's house and stop out front, pant-
ing. Peter laughs. 
"Did you see the look on her face?" 
Richard doesn't laugh. He is afraid that Alice is 
going to tell her parents and they are going to get 
in trouble. 
"Rich, I'll stop by after lunch ." 
"No, you'd better go ahead without me. I'm 
gonna visit with my uncle a bit before I go back." 
"How come you're always hanging around 
with that old man?" 
"I don't know." 
Richard walks into the kitchen and sees that 
his grandmother is on the phone talking to one 
of her friends . She puts down the phone, tells 
Richard to go down to the store and buy a can of 
soup, and gives him some money. Richard won-
ders why his grandmother never buys enough 
groceries. 
He goes to the A & P and buys some alphabet 
soup. When he gets back his grandmother tells 
whoever she is talking to on the phone that she 
will call back. She heats up the soup and puts it 
on the table . While she hurries back to the 
phone, Richard plays with his soup . He tries to 
spell words on his spoon . When the soup has 
cooled off he starts to slurp it down, eating all the 
chicken first and leaving all the carrots in the 
bottom of the bowl. 
When Richard finishes his soup it is about 
12:15 and he has fifteen minutes to get back to 
school. He goes into Jake's room and without 
saying anything, shoves the table with the cards 
on it over to the bed. Uncle Jake's speech is very 
slurred lately and he talks as little as possible. 
They play a game called crazy eights. The object 
of the game is to get rid of all your cards. Richard 
glances at the clock on the bedside table ner-
vously. 
"I've got to get back to school, Uncle Jake." 
"We can finish the hand ." 
It takes them five minutes to finish the hand . 
Richard rushes out of the house to school. At 
first he walks fast, but then he is running. He 
knows he is in trouble when he sees that no one 
is on the blacktop. He tries to walk into the 
classroom quietly. 
"Richard, you're fifteen minutes late. Do you 
have a written excuse?" 
"No, Mrs. Martin." 
"I'd like you to write me a seventy-five word 
composition for tomorrow on the necessity of 
being on time." 
"Yes, ma'am." 
Richard and Uncle Jake are playing crazy 
eights. Uncle Jake is not sitting up, and he has not 
said a word since Richard has come into the 
room . 
"Uncle Jake, it's getting late. I have to go back 
to school." 
Without looking up from his cards, Jake says, 
"Finish the hand ." Richard looks at the clock and 
realizes that it is already twelve-thirty and that 
he is definitely going to be late for school. He 
knows that any objections will be useless. So he 
decides that he will try to speed up the game. He 
puts down two of his cards at once, stuck to-
gether to look like one. After he puts them down, 
he is sure that the old man did not notice it, 
because he is staring at his own cards. But then 
Jake takes his cards and throws them on the 
floor . His throat quivers as he forms his words. 
"If you are in such a hurry to ge t out of here, get 
out, and don 't ever come back." 
Richard stands up, but he is too shocked to cry 
or move. Jake's whole body shakes as he shouts, 
"Get out of here!" 
Then Richard's grandmother comes into the 
room, grabs his hand, and pulls him out. When 
they are in the hallway she hugs him and says, 
"It's alright, Richard . You have to understand 
that he's very sick. We can't take care of him 
anymore. He's going to have to go to the hospital 
... You're going to be late for school, Richard. 
Get going." Richard takes his face away from her 
breasts and the sour old woman smell. She goes 
into the room to attend to Uncle Jake while 
Richard goes off to school. 
Richard walks very slowly to school, and is 
twenty minutes late. It has happened often 
lately, and Mrs . Martin is furious. She makes 
him stand in the wastepaper basket. All the other 
children giggle as Richard steps into the basket. 
He stays there for about a half hour before Mrs. 
Martin tells him to go back to his seat. He is 
wondering how his Uncle could have seen him 
cheat. He is wondering how soon they will send 
Jake to the hospital, and whether he will be able 
to go and visit him. He realizes that when he gets 
home he won't be able to go to Uncle Jake's room. 
Maybe he'll go out with Peter and build some-
thing in the snow ... 
"Richard, which of the Great Lakes is the larg-
est?" 
"What?" 
"I have just been telling the class about the 
Great Lakes. I'm sorry if our conversation has 
been disturbing your thought." 
Richard is about to apologize by reflex but he 
doesn't. 
"Urn, yeah . You were kind of bothering me. 
But go ahead anyway. I don't mind." 
Richard did not realize that what he had said 
would make the whole class turn around and 
gape at him. He spots Peter's face as the only one 
among them which is smiling. 
"I will not tolerate that kind of impudence, 
Richard. Please go to Mr. McCarthy's office ." 
As Richard is walking down the hall to the 
office, he begins to worry about whether they 
are going to give him the paddle or whether they 
are going to call his grandmother. But then he 
thinks it doesn't really matter. • 
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